
Supplies & Tools
Installation

- Crescent Wrench

- Channel Lock Wrench

- Pipe Cutter or Hack Saw

- Screw Driver

- Box Wrench

- Plumber´s sealant tape

- Clear silicone caulking
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Step1

Make sure the product is in 
perfect conditions, especially 
the rim that will help us make 
the hole at which to embed.

Step4

Mount the product, and in 
case it is not �t properly �ll the 

edges until it is secure 
correctly. To eliminate the 

gaps gently tap the rim with a 
rubber sledge mallet.

Step5

Apply silicone to the bottom 
of the product. Position 
product where it will be 

installed. Add the materials 
needed to seal the space of 

plament.

Step6

Clean o� excesses of 
installation materials. Wait 

6-12 hours before testing out 
your product.

Step7

Check for any leaks or gaps 
you start a regular use. When 
no leaks or gaps are found, 
start using and enjoy your 

beautiful product.

Step2

Check the product and trace 
the outside edge onto craft 
paper or cardboard. Add a 
second line that is 3” inside 

that line.

Step3

Position the template �at on 
the surface to align with the 

installation.  Follow the 
suggested steps to prepare 

the placement of the product. 
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The maintenance of your copper product is really easy.

Copper
Maintenance

1. Right after you use your product, wipe it dry with 
a clean cloth.

2. To clean the products you only need mild soap, 
water and a sponge. You must use them only when 
necessary.

3. Do not use abrasives or harsh chemicals in any of 
our products.

4. To keep your product with the best appearance, 
occasionally apply a thin layer of wax*. The wax will 
help to maintain the luster of copper and to 
promote a better water runo�.
* Renaissance Wax

8. Be sure to rinse the sink immediately if one of 
these comes into contact with copper. 

7. To prevent discoloration or damage to the 
�nish, avoid exposing your product to acidic      
substances, such as, lemon, grapefruit, vinegar, 
hot sauce, etc.

6. If your product has a scratch, don’t try to �x it 
using �bers.

* Renaissance Wax

5. The patina of your product will change             
continuously. The evolution of a copper �nish is 
gradual and over time it becomes even more    
beautiful. You can reduce this change by applying a 
protective wax*.

WAX

WAX


